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Model T47 with Mavea MAXTRA Water filtration System.Customize your drinks at the touch of a button. Instant heating- and a quick first cup. Adjusting the height and removable cup stand allows you to use a cup or travel mug of your choice. Make coffee, cappuccino, latte, hot chocolate, tea and more with TDiscs (sold separately). Barista's touch. Barcode technology makes your TASSIMO Single Cup
brewing system ready for all of this. The barcode intelligent drink identification automatically regulates the amount of water, time and temperature for the perfect drink each time. Flow through water heater technology calmly creates drinks in about a minute with almost no prior heat time. Enjoy a premium cup every time out of a wide selection of drinks; Including coffee, cappuccino and latte made with real
milk; tea, espresso, cream, hot chocolate and iced drinks. All in the comfort of your home. The removable cup stand fits most cups, (travel) mugs and glasses. Show MoreTassimo T12 Coffee Machineby Bosch Joint Review with BSH Home Appliances Corporation (BSH), Health Canada, and U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (US CPSC) This review includes Tassimo Brewers and Tassimo
Professional Brewer, made by BSH. The brewer uses plastic discs (T discs) that are filled with coffee or tea to brew hot drinks. BOSCH and TASSIMO are printed on the facade of brewers sold to consumers. TASSIMO PROFESSIONAL is printed on the front of a professional model. Bosch brewers were sold in black, white, anthracite, grey, silver, red, titanium and white/grey. Professional brewers Tassimo
sold only in black. The following numbers of brewer models and date codes are included in this review. The model number and date code are located at the bottom of the brewer. No other Tassimo brewer has been affected by this review. Brewers affected by this recall Brand Model numbers that start with Date codes starting with FD and within the Range of Bosch® TAS100 FD 8806 to 9109 TAS200
TAS451 TAS46 TAS651 Tassimo Professional TAS6512CUL FD 8905 via 9109 Drive Danger T, identified T, which holds coffee or tea can burst and spray hot liquids, liquid coffee grounds and/or tea leaves on consumers using the brewer and on passers-by, posing a risk of burn. There have been 140 reports from consumers in Canada (61) and the United States (79) who come into contact with hot liquid,
coffee grounds and/or tea leaves discharged from the brewer, including 37 reports of second-degree burn injuries. Health Canada has not received reports of incidents or injuries to Canadians related to the use of these brewers. The number of about 900,000 recalled brewers sold in Canada and about 835,000 were sold in the United States. Period of time sold recalled sold in various retail stores across
Canada and the United States from June 2008 to February 2012. The Tassimo Professional (TAS6512CUL) model was sold directly other food service providers, and these customers are directly contacted. The place of origin is produced in Slovenia and China. Manufacturer BSH Home Appliances Corporation Irvine California UNITED STATES Importer BSH Home Appliances Ltd., Canadian Mississauga
Ontario Canada Retailer Various coffee shop retailers across Canada Images (choose a sketch for expansion - opens in a new window) Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled tassimo brewers and call the Tassimo hotline to order a free replacement for T Disc holder for the brewery. For more information, consumers can visit the Tassimo recall website or contact the firm toll-free at 1-855-
843-2487 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST Monday through Friday. Bosch Tassimo T47 Multi Beverage Maker, One Cup Home Brewing System is the greatest thing since sliced bread. The only complaint perhaps the water resevoir could hold a little more. But worth every penny and delivered to the door very quickly. The author is a walmart.ca client. Helpful? I bought this before the Thanksgiving weekend and
I'm so glad I did!. I was able to serve various drinks to my guests comfortably and without fuss. At one time, all helped themselves pets thanks to the simplicity of work. T pods in large varieties are readily available, which is a big plus. I highly recommend this product. The author is a walmart.ca client. Helpful? This is my second tassimo. I wore the last of us we used it so much. Love variety you can use, hot
chocolate, mocha, cappuccino, latte, espresso, tea, chaimtea latte and more! My new car seems much stronger than my old one. Love it!!! The author is a walmart.ca client. Helpful? My 5 year old Tassimo 55 gav e up and I bought 47 as a replacement. Cheaper and just as good, actually better. The pod holder is better designed and the controls are easier. It's a great product. The author is a walmart.ca
client. Helpful? I had an old model and it wasn't as executed as it used to be. Now with this new model my cappuccinos have the perfect foam. Love it! The price was incredibly low. The author is a walmart.ca client. Helpful? I bought this over the holidays and really discussed between Tassimo and Keurig. Reviews said that Tassimo was a more reliable machine and that's what swayed me after a frustrating
year of broken machinery. It's easy to use and keep clean. The only failure I knew about in advance is that the choice of coffee is not as varied as with Keurig.Written walmart.ca customer. Helpful? Excellent price offered during the Black Friday sale. Making a hot drink is a breeze every time. Hopefully there are other options available for hot chocolate blends. The author is a walmart.ca client. Helpful? It's
Tassimo's replacement. This update is from the latter, but not so good. The brewery block is locked and cannot Open, drives bust and leave coffee pellets all over and the water vessel is much smaller than my last machine. However, I am I a tassimo fan and remain loyal to this product in relation to another popular brand. The author is a walmart.ca client. Helpful? It's nice to have a coffee pot again. It works
great, but the only thing I don't like is the resivor is small, so I'll have to fill it in every morning. And I only brew one 10 ounce of coffee in it walmart.ca. Helpful? I bought this three weeks ago but have since bought a Keurig. Keurig offers a reusable filter, but Tassimo doesn't. I also prefer Keurig for two other reasons: the reservoir is on the side, which means you can easily see whether you need to recharge
while it is on the back of the Tassimo, which means turning the machine around all the time. Also, since I've had the opportunity to compare the flavor of different T-disc and K-cup coffee, I prefer Keurig coffee flavor much more. The author is a walmart.ca client. Helpful? We have noticed more and more people visiting our site looking for information about Tassimo pods or T-discs and in particular we phase
them out or if Tassimo goes out of business or stops. We found this intriguing and so thought we would submit the facts to help answer some of your questions. First, what does Google tell us? If you are looking for is tassimo gradually in Google, the results are not exactly useful. You will find links to the official website of Tassimo, Wikipedia, MyVirtualCoffeeHouse (this is us) and a lot of information that is
depressingly outdated. The same goes for people looking for this tassimo goes out of business 2017. So why are people suddenly worried about it? This story originally occurred when the German city of Hamburg banned coffee pods and pods of machinery from public buildings, as part of a green initiative (see below for the full story). But there is more if you live in Canada! Tassimo CanadaMore recently
users of Tassimo in Canada have found it harder to buy new Tassimo coffee machines, to the point where they are almost non-existent. This has led consumers to be concerned that Tassimo is emerging from the Canadian market. So what is really true, are Tassimo stopping their sale of coffee makers in Canada? According to the following tweet from Tassimo Canada, it would seem that they have
stopped selling Tassimo machines in Canada.Hi KiloKirk, we regret that we stopped selling Tassimo brewers in Canada, there were not enough consumers buying them to support production. Thanks for the interest in Tassimo, good afternoon! - TASSIMO Canada (@TASSIMOCanada) February 25, 2019 So you have, Tassimo pulled the plug in Canada, after bad sales. Fortunately, they will still be strong
everywhere. What is now for Canadian ConsumersTassimo is not the only one to serve coffee maker available to Canadian consumers, there is a huge amount of choice. We recommend you take a look at the below Nespresso machines, as they are excellent alternatives and very simple The table cannot be displayed. From where Tassimo's time phased out of history came fromth of it all started in
Hamburg, Germany. In an attempt to reduce waste and as part of a green drive purchase, the German city of Hamburg has banned coffee pods, and therefore coffee pod machines, from all government buildings. Why did Hamburg ban Tassimo pods? First, they not only targeted Tassimo, according to the Green Procurement Report, banning all equipment for hot drinks, in which part of the packaging is
used and it goes to mention Kaffeekapselmaschine (coffee capsule machine), so ban on all coffee capsules machines, be it Tassimo, Nespresso, Dolce Gusto, Phillips, etc. And boy they like, apparently: 1 in 8 coffee sold in Germany from coffee capsule machine To review the best coffee capsule machine and find out what flavors are available, check out our free guide. Or, if you want to have a go at
creating your own reusable tassimo pods, we have a great guide and video tutorial to help. Coffee capsules and their environmental impact Beauty coffee pods is that they are very fast and easy to use, have tons of flavors to taste and taste great. The problem with coffee pods is that they are not completely eco-friendly, and this is the crux of the issue that is the city of Hamburg. These portioned packages
cause unnecessary resource consumption and waste generation, and often contain polluting aluminum - Hamburg, Green Procurement Report. Coffee capsules are a complex product, often from a mixture of different materials, and waste also contains organic waste (coffee, chocolate, tea, etc.), making them difficult to process in standard urban recycling plants. The capsules cannot be recycled easily
because they are often made from a mixture of plastic and aluminum. We in Hamburg thought they couldn't be bought with taxpayers' money. - Jan Dube, Hamburg Department of Environment and EnergyIt's not just the Hamburg City Council who think it either. In a recent poll for Grocer, which is a British supermarket shopping magazine: 22% of those surveyed said they had coffee capsules machine10%
thought that coffee pods are very bad for the environmentWhat is Tassimo, Nespresso et al do about it? Manufacturers know that in today's world, this is a problem, and are doing their best to support green initiatives. Nespresso commented on Hamburg's decision to remove its products from the city's public buildings, saying that this decision allowed them to highlight the growing recognition of the vital
importance of being sustainable in everything we do. Nespresso has its own recycling programme, which covers 31 countries and 14,000 collecting capsules. Capsules. They have the ability to recycle over 80% of the used capsules and it aims to increase this to 100% by 2020.Likewise, Tassimo UK has teamed up with TerraCycle to help with a mountain of waste created from your used pods. You can find
out more information on the Tassimo Uk website - or sign up with TerraCycle and start collecting empty pods today. Local UK councils are also trying to reduce the environmental impact that coffee pods create, with local schemes encouraging home owners to recycle. You can read more about the trial run by the Warwick District Council here. What impact does this have on us? Will Tassimo, Nespresso
and other coffee capsule makers go out of business? According to Senator Hamburg for the environment, they hope their initiative will have a knock on the effect of how people view coffee capsules. With purchasing power of several hundred million euros a year, the city can help ensure that environmentally harmful products are purchased less frequently - Jens KerstanBut considering how we are all
recycling at home and in the office and recycling programs created and promoted by both Nespresso and Tassimo, coffee capsules are going nowhere, soon. In fact, according to Grocer magazine, the number of coffee pods sold last year rose by 1/3 compared to 2017, with more than 112 million pounds of coffee pods in total sold. Projected sales are expected to not only grow, but actually triple by 2020,
meaning for the first time, coffee capsules will sell sachets! With all of this in mind, do we think that Tassimo pods and coffee capsules will gradually cease or be discontinued? Not a chance! Related contentSaveSave contentSaveSave
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